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AutoPartsWay Now Accepting Bitcoin - Serving United States and Canada

AutoPartsWay now accepts the Bitcoin payment method, in addition to PayPal, Visa,
Mastercard, Discover and American Express.

New York, NY (PRWEB) February 05, 2016 -- Looking to burn through some of your Bitcoin? Online retailers
have been flocking to accepting this new digital currency. The auto industry has been known for remaining
static. AutoPartsWay is changing that reputation and spearheading the way as the first auto parts online retailer
accepting Bitcoin.

AutoPartsWay is the one stop shop solution for purchasing auto parts online in Canada and the United States.
This online retailer offers a convenient way to search thousands of parts for almost every imaginable vehicle on
the road today. It is perfect for those looking for an exhaust system for their Toyota, brakes for their Honda,
lights for their Nissan, or any other combination of parts and vehicle make and model needed. Their focus on
creating a simple and user friendly experience has been bolstered by their embrace of Bitcoin as a newly
accepted payment method. Users can now utilize both traditional methods (Visa, Mastercard, American
Express, Discover and Paypal) and the digital currency of Bitcoin. This comes from a major push and popular
demand from customers on their website. AutoPartsWay is always listening to consumers and is focused on
delivering the best user experience.

The decision to accept Bitcoin places AutoPartsWay with some of the biggest names in retail. This includes
Zappos, Amazon, CVS, and even the prestigious auto company Tesla. Today, making purchases online must be
fast and easy to process and accepting Bitcoin does just that for customers. Imagine that, we are living in the
futuristic world in which the concept of currency and trade is being re-explored to include a commerce system
based on a new digital currency. AutoPartsWay is leading the auto parts industry with their decision to
recognize the Bitcoin form of payment to help facilitate more transactions. The ability to facilitate transactions
at fast speeds and with easy payment options is another sure way the AutoPartsWay believes is the best way to
treat customers.

About AutoPartsWay
An online auto parts retailer with a huge selection of exterior, interior, engine, AC, brakes, and other parts for
vehicles. AutoPartsWay offers free shipping for orders over $100 in the US and they service both the United
States and Canada. This online retailer has simplified the search process for customers to quickly be able to
identify and purchase the exact part for their vehicle. AutoPartsWay is the first online auto parts dealer that has
decided to accept Bitcoin for all purchases.
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Contact Information
Kamil Wszola
AutoPartsWAY
http://www.autopartsway.ca
+1 6465881235

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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